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I. SUBJECTS

1. Accession/Withdrawal

Articles
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J. Cochrane, Implications for Ireland of membership of the European Communities, 7/336–341
P. Dagtoglou, The southern enlargement of the European Community, 21/149–163
B. de Witte, An undivided Union? Differentiated integration in post-Brexit times, 55-SI/227–250
M. Dougan, An airbag for the crash test dummies? EU-UK negotiations for a post-withdrawal “status quo” transitional regime under Article 50 TEU, 55-SI/57–100
O. Due and C. Gulmann, Constitutional implications of the Danish accession to the European Communities, 9/256–270
D. Edward, “In Europe history is the unseen guest at every table”, 55-SI/251–262
P. Eeckhout and E. Frantziou, Brexit and Article 50 TEU: A constitutionalist reading, 54/695–734
D. Evrigenis, Legal and constitutional implications of Greek accession to the European Communities, 17/157–169
J. Forman, The European Communities Act 1972, 10/39–55
C. Hillion, Brexit means Br(EEA)xit: The UK withdrawal from the EU and its implications for the EEA, 55/135–156
K. Inglis, The Europe Agreements compared in the light of their pre-accession reorientation, 37/1173–1210
K. Inglis, The Union’s fifth accession treaty: New means to make enlargement possible, 41/937
A. Łazowski, And then they were twenty-seven …. A legal appraisal of the sixth accession treaty, 44/401–430
G. Lysén, Some views on neutrality and membership of the European Communities: The case of Sweden, 29/229–255
N. March Hunnings, Constitutional implications of joining the Common Market, 6/50–66
A. Martin, The accession of the United Kingdom to the European Communities: Jurisdictional problems, 6/7–49

1 For reasons of space, only some of the books reviewed throughout the year are included in the subjects section.
T. Opsahl, Constitutional implications in Norway of accession to the European Communities, 9/271–292
F. Santaolalla Gadea and S. Martinez Lage, Spanish accession to the European Communities: Legal and constitutional problems, 23/11–37
I. Seidl-Hohenveldern, Constitutional problems involved in Austria’s accession to the EU, 32/727–741
K.R. Simmonds, The British Islands and the Community: I-Jersey, 6/156–169
K.R. Simmonds, The British Islands and the Community: II-The Isle of Man, 7/454–465
K.R. Simmonds, The British Islands and the Community: III-The Isle of Guernsey, 8/475–484
J. Temple Lang, Legal and Constitutional Implications for Ireland of Adhesion to the EEC Treaty, 9/167–178
C.W.A. Timmermans, German unification and Community law, 27/437–449
C. Tomuschat, A united Germany within the European Community, 27/415–436
B. van der Esch, Legal policy in an enlarged Community, 10/56–57
L. Van Middelaar, Brexit as the European Union’s “Machiavellian moment”, 55-SI/3–28
M. Westlake, The Community Express Service: The rapid passage of emergency legislation on German unification, 28/599–614
Case law
Case C-161/07, Commission v. Austria, with annotation by S. Currie, 47/197–213
Case C-621/18, Andy Wightman and Others v. Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union, with annotation by A. Cuyvers (Wightman, Brexit, and the sovereign right to remain), 56/1303–1332
Editorial comments
About Brexit negotiations and enforcement action against Poland: The EU’s own song of ice and fire, 54/1309–1318
Brexit into extra time … again, 56/1447–1458
The British White Paper, 7/133–137
Delay and Uncertainty, 10/1–2
Differentiation of rules and policies in a newly enlarged Community, 15/111–113
The Enlargement of the Communities, 6/153–157
The European Communities Bill, 9/253–255
Form and structure of the Accession Documents, 9/130–133
The Greek Accession Treaty, 16/342–344
Negotiations for admission, 7/253–257
The New Enlargement, 14/523–524
Polar exploration: Brexit and the emerging frontiers of EU law, 55/1–16
Portugal and the Community, 15/246–248
The progress of negotiations, 7/381–384
A Re-sounding “Yes” for Europe, 12/323–324
The Second Enlargement, 19/213–215
Theresa’s travelling circus: A very British entertainment trips its way from Florence to Brussels, 54/1613–1626
True is it that we have seen better days, 53/875–886
Turkey’s quest for membership of the European Union, 42/1561–1566
When the music finally stops, who’ll be left holding the Brexit parcel?, 56/611–622
Current information on the negotiations for expansion of the European Communities
Denmark, 8/68–71, 213–226, 502–507, 9/208–228
Ireland, 8/72–73, 517–526, 9/80–83, 185–189

Books reviewed
M. Cremona, The Enlargement of the European Union (I. Govaere), 41/1157–1158
C. Hillion, EU Enlargement: A Legal Approach (P. Tschäpe), 42/559–561
K. Inglis, Evolving Practice in EU Enlargement with Case Studies in Agri-Food and Environment Law (A.F. Tatham), 48/979–981
A. Kellermann, J. Czuczai, S. Blockmans, A. Albi and W. Douma (Eds.), The Impact of EU Accession on the Legal Orders of New EU Member States and (Pre-)Candidate Countries: Hopes and Fears (D. Kochenov), 44/854–856
M. Keating and J. Hughes, The Regional Challenge in Central and Eastern Europe: Territorial Restructuring and European Integration (A. Evans), 42/285–287
A. Tatham, Enlargement of the European Union (P. Van Elsuwege), 47/585–586
J. Zielonka, Europe as Empire: The Nature of the Enlarged European Union (A. Ott), 46/1343–1344

2. Agriculture and fisheries

Articles
G. Avery, Agricultural policy: The conclusions of the European Council, 25/523–539
R. Barents, Community agricultural law and the Court’s case law in 1986–1988, 26/391–422
R. Barents, Recent developments in Community case law in the field of agriculture, 34/811–843
P. Baumann, Common Organizations of the Market and National Law, 14/303–327
C. Bertram, Decision-making in the EEC: The Management Committee Procedure, 5/246–264
L. Boselli, The Citrus Fruit Waiver Case, 7/466–476
G. Braaksma, Monetary Evolutions and the Common Agricultural Policy, 15/157–186
O.C. Brändel, The Decisions of the European Court of Justice on the Agricultural Marketing System, 10/240–256
M. Cardwell, General principles of Community law and milk quotas, 29/723–747
G. Daleiden, Agricultural Policy and the Import of Poultry-meat from the United States, 1/339–350
A.W. Koers, The External Authority of the EEC in regard to Marine Fisheries, 14/269–301
L. Neville Brown, Agrimonetary Byzantinism and Prospective Overruling, 18/509–519
G. Olmi, The Agricultural Policy of the Community, 1/118–147
G. Olmi, Common Organization of Agricultural Markets at the Stage of the Single Market, 5/359–408
G. Olmi, Agriculture and Fisheries in the Treaty of Brussels of January 22, 1972, 9/293–321
C. Trotman, Agricultural policy management: A lesson in unaccountability, 32/1385–1406
M. Vasey, The 1985 farm price negotiations and the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy, 22/649–672
J. Wakefield, Fisheries: A failure of values, 46/431–470
R. Wallace, Special economic dependency and preferential rights in respect of fisheries: characterization and articulation within the European Communities, 21/525–537
K. Winkel, Equal Access of Community Fishermen to Member State Fishing Grounds, 14/329–337

Case law
European Court of Justice
Case 26/70, Einfuhr und Vorratsstelle für Getreide und Füttermittel, Frankfurt/Main v. Firma Günther Henck, Hamburg, with annotation by J.A. Winter, 8/250–263
Case 31/74, Pubblico Ministero Italiano v. F. Galli, with annotation by P. VerLoren van Themaat, 12/418–426
Case 48/74, Charmasson v. Ministry for Economic Affairs and Finance, with annotation by B. Paulin and J. Forman, 12/399–412
Joined Cases 88–90/75, Società SADAM and others v. Comitato Interministeriale dei Prezzi, with annotation by M. Waibelbroeck, 14/89–102
Case 61/77, Commission of the EC v. Ireland, with annotation by K. Winkel and R. von Borries, 15/494–502
Case 112/83, Société des Produits de Mais v. Administration des Douanes et Droits Indirects, with annotation by G. Bebr, 22/771–786
Joined Cases 31 & 35/86, Levantina Agricola Industrial S.A. (LAISA) and CPC España S.A. (Campo Ebro Industrial S.A., Intervener) v. Council of the European Communities (Commission of the European Communities, Intervener), with annotation by G. Vandersanden, 26/551–561
Case 68/86, United Kingdom v. Council; Case 131/86, United Kingdom v. Council, with annotation by J. Bridge, 25/733–742
Joined Cases C-104/89 & 37/90, Mulder et al. and Heinemann v. Council, with annotation by T. Heukels, 30/368–386
Case C-146/89, Commission v. United Kingdom, with annotation by R.R. Churchill, 29/814–820
Case C-221/89, R v. Secretary of State for Transport ex p. Factortame; Case C-246/89, Commission v. United Kingdom; Case C-93/89, Commission v. Ireland, with annotation by R.R. Churchill, 29/405–414
Joined Cases C-63 & 67/90, Portuguese Republic and Kingdom of Spain v. Council; Case C-279/89, Commission v. United Kingdom; Case C-280/89, Commission v. Ireland, with annotation by R.R. Churchill, 30/1259–1270
Case C-61/94, Commission v. Germany, with annotation by P. Eeckhout, 35/557–566
General Court

Editorial comments
The British Parliamentary Timetable, 8/281–283
The Fisheries Question, 9/1
The Mutton and Lamb Story: Isolated incidents or the beginning of a new era, 17/311–314

Books reviewed
J. Bourrinet and F. Snyder (Eds.), La sécurité alimentaire dans l’Union européenne, F. Snyder (Ed.), International Food Security and Global Legal pluralism/Securité alimentaire internationale et pluralisme juridique mondial (T. Christoforou), 42/1555–1560
R. Churchill and D. Owen, The EC Common Fisheries Policy (J. Wakefield), 48/281–283
A. Greer, Agricultural Policy in Europe (M. Cardwell), 43/909–911
J. Hartig Danielsen, EU Agricultural Law (A. Tosato), 51/1307–1308
T. Markus, European Fisheries Law: From Promotion to Management (J. Wakefield), 47/949–952

3. Citizenship (see also 23. Free movement of persons)

Articles
C. Closa, The concept of citizenship in the Treaty on European Union, 29/1137–1169
C. Closa, Citizenship of the Union and nationality of Member States, 32/487–518
K. Hailbronner, Union citizenship and access to social benefits, 42/1245–1267
N. Nic Shuibhne, The resilience of EU market citizenship, 47/1597–1628
N. Nic Shuibhne, Limits rising, duties ascending: The changing legal shape of Union citizenship, 52/889–938
C. O’Brien, Civis capitalist sum: Class as the new guiding principle of EU free movement rights, 53/937–978
S. O’Leary, The relationship between Community citizenship and the protection of fundamental rights in Community law, 32/519–554
D. Thym, The elusive limits of solidarity: Residence rights of and social benefits for economically inactive Union citizens, 52/17–50

Case law
European Court of Justice
Case C-85/96, María Martínez Sala v. Freistaat Bayern, with annotation by C. Tomuschat, 37/449–457
Case C-158/07, Jacqueline Förster v. Hoofddirectie van de Informatie Beheer Groep, with annotation by O. Golynker, 46/2021–2039
Case C-135/08, Janko Rottmann v. Freistaat Bayern, with annotation by D. Kochenov, 47/1831–1846
Case C-34/09, Gerardo Ruiz Zambrano v. Office national de l’emploi (ONEm), with annotation by K. Hailbronner and D. Thym, 48/1253–1270

Case C-208/09, Ilonka Sayn-Wittgenstein v. Landeshauptmann von Wien, with annotation by L. Besselink, 49/671–693

Case C-348/09, P.I. v. Oberbürgermeister der Stadt Remscheid, with annotation by L. Azoulai and S. Coutts (Restricting Union citizens’ residence rights on grounds of public security. Where Union citizenship and the AFSJ meet), 50/553–570

Case C-391/09, Malgożata Runiewicz and Łukasz Paweł Wardyn v. Vilniaus miesto savivaldybės administracija and Others, with annotation by H. van Eijken, 49/809–826

Case C-434/09, Shirley McCarthy v. Secretary of State for the Home Department; Case C-256/11, Dereci and others v. Bundesministerium für Inneres, with annotation by N. Nic Shuibhne, 49/349–379

Case C-378/12, Nnamdi Onuekwere v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by S. Coutts (Union citizenship as probationary citizenship), 52/531–545

Case C-67/14, Jobcentre Berlin Neuköln v. Nazifa Alomanovich and Others, with annotation by A. Iliopoulou-Penot (Deconstructing the former edifice of Union citizenship?), 53/1007–1036

Case C-165/14, Alfredo Rendón Marin v. Administración del Estado, with annotation by P. Neuvonen (EU citizenship and its “very specific” essence), 54/1201–1220

Case C-308/14, Commission v. United Kingdom, with annotation by C. O’Brien (The ECJ sacrifices EU citizenship in vain), 54/209–244

Case C-182/15, Aleksei Petruhhin, with annotation by M. Böse (Mutual recognition, extradition to third countries and Union citizenship: Petruhhin), 54/1781–1798

Case C-165/16, Toufik Lounes v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by V. Réveillère (Family rights for naturalized EU citizens: Lounes), 55/1855–1878


Saanneh & Ors v. SSWP; HC v. SSWP, with annotation by C. O’Brien (Acte cryptique? Zambrano, welfare rights, and underclass citizenship in the tale of the missing preliminary reference), 56/1697–1732

EFTA Court

Case E-26/13, The Icelandic State v. Atli Gunnarsson, with annotation by C. Burke and Ó.I. Hannesson (Citizenship by the back door?), 52/1111–1134

Books reviewed

M. Benlolo Carabot, Les fondements juridiques de la citoyenneté européenne (A. Iliopoulou), 47/266–268

M. Dougan, N. Nic Shuibhne and E. Spaventa (Eds.), Empowerment and Disempowerment of the European Citizen (S. Iglesias Sánchez), 51/322–323


M. La Torre (Ed.), European Citizenship: An Institutional Challenge (C. Closa), 37/1019–1020
4. Commercial policy

Articles

F. Baetens, “No deal is better than a bad deal”? The fallacy of the WTO fall-back option as a post-Brexit safety net, 55-SI/133–174
J.F. Bellis, Judicial Review of EEC anti-dumping and anti-subsidy determinations after FEDIOL: the emergence of a new admissibility test, 21/539–551
F. Benyon and J. Bourgeois, The European Community – United States Steel Arrangement, 21/305–354
J.-F. Beseler, EEC Protection Against Dumping and Subsidies from Third Countries, 6/327–352
J.H.J. Bourgeois, The Tokyo Round Agreements on Technical Barriers and on Government Procurement in international and EEC Perspective, 19/5–33
M. Bronckers, The impact of TRIPS: Intellectual property protection in developing countries, 31/1245–1281
M. Bronckers, Private participation in the enforcement of WTO law: The New EC Trade Barriers Regulation, 33/299–318
M. Bronckers and G. Gruni, Taking the enforcement of labour standards in the EU’s free trade agreements seriously, 56/1591–1622
F. Castillo de la Torre, The EEC new instrument of trade policy: Some comments in the light of the latest developments, 30/687–719
M. Cremona, Rhetoric and reticence: EU external commercial policy in a multilateral context, 38/359–396
G. Daleiden, Agricultural Policy and the Import of Poultry-meat from the United States, 1/339–350
P. Didier, ECC Antidumping Rules and Practices, 17/349–369
A. Dimopoulos, The involvement of the EU in investor-state dispute settlement: A question of responsibilities, 51/1671–1720
M. Dominick, Countervailing State Aids to Steel: A case for international consensus, 21/355–403
E.-U. Petersmann, From “negative” to “positive” integration in the WTO: Time for “mainstreaming human rights” into WTO law?, 37/1363–1382
H.-J. Rabe and M. Schütte, EC Anti-dumping law: Current issues in the light of the jurisdiction of the court, 26/643–674
S. Riesenfeld, The treatment of confidential information in anti-dumping cases: A comment on the Celanese case, 21/553–556
A. Semertzi, The preclusion of direct effect in the recently concluded EU free trade agreements, 51/1125–1158
N. Skoutaris, The application of the acquis communautaire in the areas not under the effective control of the republic of Cyprus: The Green Line Regulation, 45/727–755
F. Snyder, The gatekeepers: The European courts and WTO law, 40/313–367
J. Steenbergen, The Common Commercial Policy, 17/229–249
J. Steenbergen, The new commercial policy instrument, 22/421–441
P. Vander Schueren, Tariff classification, 28/855–875
P. Vander Schueren, New anti-dumping rules and practice: Wide discretion held on a tight leash?, 33/271–297
P. Vogelenzang, Two Aspects of Article 115 EEC Treaty: Its use to Buttress Community-Set Sub-Quotas, and the Commission’s Monitoring System, 18/169–196

**Case law**

**European Court of Justice**

Joined Cases C-113, 118–121/77, NTN Toyo Bearing Co. Ltd. and Others v. Council, and other antidumping cases, with annotation by A. Dashwood, 17/119–133
Case C-65/79, Procureur de la République v. René Chatain, with annotation by P.M. Schneider, 18/297–405
Case C-174/84, Bulk Oil (Zug) A.G. v. Sun International Limited and Sun Oil Trading, with annotation by E.L.M. Volker, 24/99–110
Case C-45/86, Commission v. Council, with annotation by J. Steenbergen, 24/731–737
Case C-69/89, Nakajima All Precision Co. v. Council; Case C-358/89, Extramat v. Council; Case C-49/88, Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (Samad) and others v. Council; Case C-16/90, Detlef Niile v. Hauptzollamt Bremen-Freihafen, with annotation by E. Vermulst and J. Hooijer, 29/380–404
Case C-170/89, BEUC; Case C-105/90, Goldstar; Case C-188/88, NMB; Joined Cases 171/87, Canon, 172/87, Mita, 174/87, Ricoh, 175/87, Matsushita, 176/87, Konishiroky, 177/87, Sanyo, 178/87, Minolta, 179/87, Sharp; Case C-358/89, Extramat, with annotation by E. Vermulst and J. Hooijer, 30/155–185
Case C-182/91, Forafrique Burkinaf SA v. Commission, with annotation by H.-P. Folz and C. Vedder, 31/413–421
Case C-207/91, *Eurim-Pharm v. Bundesgesundheitsamt*, with annotation by F. Castillo de la Torre, 31/1093–1113


Case C-75/92, *Gao Yao (Hong Kong) Hua Fa Industrial Co. Ltd v. Council*, with annotation by K.J. Kuijlwijk and D.R. Phelan, 33/149–153

Case C-432/92, *R. v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, ex parte S.P. Anastasiou (Pissouri) Ltd.*, with annotation by M. Cremona, 33/125–135


Case C-53/96, *Hermès International v. FHT Marketing Choice*, with annotation by A. von Bogdandy, 36/663–672


Case C-355/04, *IKEA Wholesale Ltd v. Commissioners of Customs & Excise*, with annotation by C. Herrmann, 45/1507–1518


Case C-284/16, *Slovakische Republik v. Achmea BV*, with annotation by C. Contartes and M. Andenas (EU autonomy and investor-State dispute settlement under inter se agreements between EU Member States: Achmea), 56/157–191

**General Court**


Case T-317/02, *Fédération des industries condimentaires de France (FICS) and others v. Commission*, with annotation by M. Broberg, 43/1169–1179

*WTO*

The Hormones case: An increased risk of illegality of sanitary and phytosanitary measures, with annotation by M.M. Slotboom, 36/471–491
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Joined Cases C-9, 23 & 156/95, see Case C-68/95
Case C-12/95 P, Transacciones Maritimas SA (Tramasa), Makuspesca SA and Recursos Marinos SA v. Commission, with annotation by T. Tridimas, 33/371–379
Case C-28/95, Leur-Bloem v. Inspecteur der Belastingdienst; Case C-130/95, Giloy v. Hauptzollamt Frankfurt am Main-Ost, with annotation by G. Betlem, 36/157–164
Joined Cases C-34, 35 & 36/95, Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v. De Agostini (Svenska) Förlag AB and Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v. TV-Shop i Sverige AB, with annotation by J. Stuyck, 34/1445–1468
Case C-43/95, Data Delecta Aktiebolag and Ronny Forsberg v. MSL Dynamics Limited; Case C-323/95, David Charles Hayes and Jeanette Karen Hayes v. Kronenberger GmbH;
Case C-122/96, Stephen Austin Saldanha and MTS Securities Corporation v. Hiross Holding AG, with annotation by T. Ackermann, 35/783–799
Case C-44/95, R. v. Secretary of State for the Environment, ex parte Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, with annotation by J. Holder, 34/1469–1480
Case C-66/95, The Queen/Secretary of State for Social Security, ex parte Eunice Sutton, with annotation by A. van Casteren, 35/481–492
Case C-68/95, T. Port GmbH & Co. KG v. Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung, Joined Cases C-9, 23 & 156/95, Belgium and Germany v. Commission, Joined Cases C-71, 155 & 271/95, Belgium v. Commission, with annotation by A. Albors-Llorens, 35/227–245
Case C-107/95 P, Bundesverband der Bilanzbuchhalter eV v. Commission of the European Communities, with annotation by N. Maloney, 35/731–745
Case C-120/95, Nicolas Decker v. Caisse de maladie des employés privés; Case C-158/96, Raymond Kohll v. Union des caisses de maladie, with annotation by R. Giesen, 36/841–850
Case C-180/95, Nils Drahmpaehl v. Urania Immobilienservice OHG, with annotation by E. Steindorff, 34/1259–1277
Case C-185/95 P, Baustahl-gewebe v. Commission, with annotation by H. Toner, 36/1345–1355
Case C-188/95, Fantask A/S and Others v. Industriministeriet (Erhvervsministeriet), with annotation by N. Notaro, 35/1385–1394
Case C-250/95, Futura Participations SA & Singer v. Administration des Contributions (Luxembourg), with annotation by V. Hatzopoulos, 35/493–518
Case C-265/95, Commission v. French Republic, with annotation by M.A. Jarvis, 35/1371–1383
Case C-310/95, Road Air BV v. Inspecteur der Invoerrechten en Accijnzen, with annotation by P. Oliver, 35/747–764
Case C-321/95 P, Stichting Greenpeace Council (Greenpeace International) and others v. Commission. Order of the Court of First Instance in Case T-585/93, Stichting Greenpeace Council and others v. Commission, with annotation by F. Berrod, 36/655–662
Case C-345/95, French Republic v. European Parliament, with annotation by J. de Zwaan, 36/463–470
Case C-352/95, Phyteron International v. Jean Bourdon, with annotation by E. Gippini-Fournier, 35/947–970
Case C-367/95 P, Commission v. Sytraval; Case T-95/96, Gestevision Telécinco v. Commission, with annotation by P.J. Slot, 36/1335–1344
Case C-368/95, Vereinigte Familiapress Zeitungsverlag- und vertriebs GmbH v. Heinrich Bauer Verlag, with annotation by A.F. Bavasso, 35/1413–1426
Case C-388/95, Belgium v. Spain, with annotation by E. Spaventa, 38/211–219
Cases C-390/95 P. Antillean Rice Mills NV v. Commission; C-17/98, Emeesa Sugar (Free Zone) NV v. Aruba; T-C2 and 41/98, Netherlands Antilles v. Commission; C-110/97, Netherlands v. Council; C-301/97 Netherlands v. Council; and C-452/98 Netherlands Antilles v. Council, with annotation by P. Oliver, 39/337–351
Case C-395/95 P. Geotronics SA v. Commission, with annotation by F. Fines, 35/1427–1435
Case C-408/95, Eurotunnel S.A. and Others v. SeaFrance, with annotation by P. Stanley, 35/1205–1213
Case C-409/95, Hellmut Marschall v. Land Nordrhein-Westfalen, with annotation by G. More, 36/443–452
Case C-1/96, The Queen v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food ex parte Compassion in World Farming Ltd., with annotation by R. Muñoz, 36/831–839
Case C-15/96, Kalliope Schöning-Kougebetopoulou v. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, with annotation by P. Cabral, 36/453–461
Case C-44/96, Mannesmann Anlagenbau Austria AG v. Strohal Rotationsdruck, with annotation by C. Bovis, 36/205–225
Case C-50/96, Deutsche Telekom AG v. Lilli Schröder, Joined Cases C-234 & 235/96, Deutsche Telekom AG v. Agnes Vick and Ute Conze, Joined Cases C-270 & 271/97, Deutsche Post AG v. Elisabeth Sievers and Brunhilde Schrage, with annotation by L. Besselink, 38/437–454
Case C-53/96, Hermés International v. FHT Marketing Choice, with annotation by A. von Bogdandy, 36/635–662
Case C-85/96, Maria Martinez Sala v. Freistaat Bayern, with annotation by C. Tomuschat, 37/449–457
Case C-104/96, Coöperatieve Rabobank ‘Vecht en Plassengebied’ v. Erik Aarnoud Minderhoud, with annotation by E. Steindorff, 36/191–203
Case C-106/96, United Kingdom v. Commission (Poverty 4), with annotation by T. Hervey, 36/1079–1090
Case C-149/96, Portugal v. Council, with annotation by A. Rosas, 37/797–816
Case C-162/96, A. Racke GmbH v. Hauptzollamt Mainz, with annotation by J. Klabbers, 36/179–189
Case C-170/96, Commission v. Council, with annotation by Â. Oliveira, 36/149–155
Case C-171/96, Rui Roque v. His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor of Jersey, with annotation by P. Stanley, 36/1091–1098
Case C-203/96, Chemische Afvalstoffen Dusseldorf v. Minister van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer, with annotation by N. Notaro, 36/1309–1323
Case C-249/96, Lisa Jacqueline Grant v. South West Trains Ltd., with annotation by J. Melmes, 36/1043–1058
Case C-274/96, Criminal proceedings against Horst Otto Bickel and Ulrich Franz, with annotation by M. Bulterman, 36/1325–1334
Case C-336/96, Mr and Mrs Robert Gilly v. Directeur des Services Fiscaux du Bas Rhin, with annotation by F. Vanistendael, 37/167–179
Case C-348/96, Donatella Calfa, with annotation by C. Costello, 37/817–827
Case C-355/96, Silhouette International Schmied v. Hartlauer Handelsgesellschaft, with annotation by E. Gippini-Fournier, 36/807–830
Case C-367/96, *Alexandros Kefalas v. Greek State*, with annotation by D. Triantafyllou, 36/157–164

Case C-394/96, *Brown v. Rentokil*, with annotation by E. Ellis, 36/625–633


Case C-7/97, *Oscar Bronner v. Mediaprint*, with annotation by L. Hancher, 36/1289–1307


Joined Cases C-147 & 148/97, *Deutsche Post AG v. Gesellschaft für Zahlungssysteme mbH (GZS) and Citicorp Kartenservice GmbH CKG*, with annotation by A. Bartosch, 38/195–210


Case C-210/97, *Haydar Akman v. Oberkreisdirektor des Rheinisch-Bergischen Kreises*, with annotation by S. Moore, 37/157–165

Case C-212/97, *Centros Ltd v. Erhvervs- og Selskabsstyrelsen*, with annotation by W.H. Roth, 37/147–155

Case C-273/97, *Angela Maria Sirdar v. The Army Board, Secretary of State for Defence; Case C-285/98, Tanja Kreil v. Germany*, with annotation by J. Langer, 37/1433–1444

Case C-276/97, *Commission v. French Republic; Case C-358/97, Commission v. Ireland; Case C-359/97, Commission v. United Kingdom; Case C-408/97, Commission v. Kingdom of the Netherlands; Case C-260/98, Commission v. Hellenic Republic*, with annotation by M. Nijhof, 38/1557–1572

Case C-302/97, *Klaus Konle v. Republic of Austria*, with annotation by A. Lengauer, 37/181–190


Case C-365/97, *Commission of the EC v. Italian Republic (San Rocco valley)*, with annotation by J. van Haersolte, 39/407–416

Case C-373/97, *Dionysios Diamantis v. Greek State*, with annotation by D. Anougnostopoulou, 38/767–780

Case C-6/98, *Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Rundfunkanstalten (ARD) v. PRO Sieben Media*, with annotation by R. Mastroianni, 37/1445–1464

Case 7/98, *D. Krombach v. A. Bamberski*, with annotation by A. van Hoek, 38/1011–1027

Case C-17/98, *Enesa Sugar (Free Zone) NV v. Arabia*, with annotation by Rick Lawson, 37/983–990

Case C-62/98, *Commission of the European Communities v. Portugal*, and Case C-84/98 *Commission of the European Communities v. Portugal*, with annotation by C. Hillion, 38/1269–1283


Case C-94/98, *The Queen v. the Licensing Authority, ex parte Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Ltd, and May and Baker Ltd*, with annotation by L. Hancher, 38/1029–1041

Case C-238/98, Hugo Fernando Hocsman v. Ministre de L’Emploi et de la Solidarité, with annotation by J. Prinssen, 38/1587–1596
Case C-254/98, Schutzverband gegen unlauteren Wettbewerb v. TK-Heimdienst Sass GmbH, with annotation by E. Spaventa, 37/1265–1275
Case C-281/98, Roman Angonese v. Cassa di Risparmio di Bolzano SpA, Judgment of 6 June, with annotation by R. Lane and N. Nic Shuibhne, 37/1237–1247
Case C-344/98, Masterfoods v. HB Ice Cream, with annotation by L. Kjølbye, 39/175–184
Case C-367/98, Commission of the European Communities v. Portuguese Republic (Golden shares); C-483/99, Commission of the European Communities v. French Republic (Golden shares); and C-503/99, Commission of the European Communities v. Kingdom of Belgium (Golden shares), with annotation by H. Fleischer, 40/493–501
Case C-376/98, Germany v. European Parliament and Council (tobacco advertising), with annotation by J. Usher, 38/1519–1543
Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra AG v. Schleswag AG, with annotation by A. Goossens and S. Emmerechts, 38/991–1010
Case C-390/98, H.J. Banks & Co. Ltd v. The Coal Authority, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (“Banks II”), with annotation by K. Mortelmans and R. van Ooik, 40/503–516
Case C-403/98, Azienda Agricola Monte Arcosu Srl v. Regione Autonoma della Sardegna, Organismo Comprensoriale No. 24 della Sardegna, Ente Regionale per l’Assistenza Tecnica in Agricoltura (ERSAT), with annotation by V. Kronenberger, 38/1545–1556
Case C-405/98, Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v. Gourmet International Products AB (GIP), with annotation by G. Straetmans, 39/1407–1421
Case C-423/98, Alfredo Albore, with annotation by V. Hatzopoulos, 38/455–469
Case C-443/98, Unilever Italia v. Central Food, with annotation by M. Dougan, 38/1503–1517
Case C-466/98, Commission v. United Kingdom; C-467/98, Commission v. Denmark; C-468/98, Commission v. Sweden; C-469/98, Commission v. Finland; C-471, Commission v. Belgium; C-472/98, Commission v. Luxembourg; C-475/98, Commission v. Austria; C-476/98, Commission v. Germany. (Open skies judgments), with annotation by P.J. Slot and J. Duthel de la Rochère, 40/697–713
Case C-6/99, Association Greenpeace France and Others v. Ministère de l’Agriculture et de la Pêche and Others, with annotation by G. Gaja, 37/1427–1432
Case C-29/99, Commission v. Council (re: Nuclear Safety Convention), with annotation by P. Koutrakos, 41/191–208
Case C-35/99, Arduino; Case C-309/99, Wouters et al. v. Algemene Raad van de Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten, with annotation by A. Vossestein, 39/841–863
Cases C-63/99, Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Wieslaw Gloszczuk and Elzbieta Gloszczuk; C-235/99 Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Eleanor Ivanova Kondova; C-257/99 Secretary of State for the Home Department ex
parte Julius Barkoci and Marcel Malik; Case C-268/99 Aldona Mańgorzata Jany v. Staatssecretaris van Justitie; Case C-162/00 Land Nordrhein-Westfalen v. Beata Poprzeptowicz-Meyer, with annotation by C. Hillion, 40/465–491
Joined Cases C-122 & 125/99 P, D and Sweden v. Council, with annotation by E. Ellis, 39/151–157
Case C-192/99, R v. Secretary of State for the home department, ex parte Kaur, with annotation by H. Toner, 39/881–893
Case C-203/99, Henning Veedfald v. Arkus Amtscommune, with annotation by H.C. Taschner, 39/385–392
Case C-205/99, Asociación Profesional de Empresas Navieras de Líneas Regulares (Analir) and Others v. Administración General del Estado, with annotation by P.J. Slot, 40/159–168
Joined Cases C-238, 244, 245, 247, 250–252 & 254/99 P, Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij NV (LVM) and Others v. Commission, with annotation by R. Wesseling, 41/1141–1155
Case C-239/99, Nachi Europe GmbH v. Hauptzollamt Krefeld, with annotation by N. Moloney, 39/393–405
Case C-274/99P, Connolly v. Commission, with annotation by M. Blanquet, 39/1423–1441
Case C-314/99, The Netherlands v. Commission, with annotation by L. Gormley, 40/1531–1536
Case C-353/99 P, Council v. Heidi Hautala, with annotation by P. Leino, 39/621–632
Case C-390/99, Canal Satélite Digital; Case C-159/00, Sapod Audic v. Eco-Emballages, with annotation by M. Dougan, 40/193–218
Case C-482/99, French Republic v. Commission (“Stardust Marine”), with annotation by L. Hancher, 40/739–751
Case C-510/99, Procureur de la République v. Xavier Tridon, with annotation by M. Brus, 40/169–178
Case C-513/99, Concordia Bus Finland Oy Ab v. Helsingin kaupunki and HKL-Bussiliikenne, with annotation by P. Charro, 40/179–191
Opinion 1/00, proposed agreement on the establishment of a European Common Aviation Area, with annotation by F. Castillo de la Torre, 39/1373–1393
Opinion 2/00, Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, with annotation by A. Dashwood, 39/353–368
Case C-11/00, Commission of the European Communities v. European Central Bank, with annotation by O. Odudu, 41/1073–1092
Cases C-24/00, Commission v. France, C-95/01 Greenham and Abel and C-270/02 Commission v. Italy, with annotation by M. Jarvis, 41/1395–1408
Case C-41/00 P, Interporc Im- und Export GmbH v. Commission of the European Communities; Case T-76/02, Mara Messina v. Commission of the European Communities; Case T-47/01, Co-Frutta Soc. Coop. RI v. Commission of the European Communities, with annotation by M. de Leeuw, 42/261–280
Case C-62/00, Marks & Spencer plc v. Commissioners of Customs & Excise, with annotation by M. Ruffert, 40/729–738
Case C-80/00, Italian Leather SpA v. WECO Polstermöbel GmbH & Co., with annotation by X. Kramer, 40/953–964
Case C-94/00, Roquette Frères SA v. Directeur Général de la Concurrence, de la Consommation et de la Répression des Fraudes, with annotation by M. Lienemeyer and D. Waelbroeck, 40/1481–1497
Case C-112/00, Eugen Schmidberger, Internationale Transporte und Planzüge v. Austria, with annotation by C. Brown, 40/1499–1510
Case C-129/00, Commission v. Repubblica Italiana, with annotation by L.S. Rossi and G. di Federico, 42/829–849
Case C-136/00, Rolf Dieter Danner, with annotation by A. Cordewener, 40/965–981
Case C-168/00, Simone Leitner v. TUI Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG, with annotation by W. H. Roth, 40/937–951
Case C-244/00, Van Doren + Q. GmbH v. Lifestyle sports + sportswear Handelsgesellschaft mbH and Michael Orth. Judgment of the Court of Justice (Full Court), with annotation by E. Gambaro and L. Prete, 40/1511–1529
Case C-253/00, Antonio Muñoz y Cia, Superior Fruticola SA v. Frumar Ltd, Redbridge Produce Marketing Ltd, with annotation by A. Biondi, 40/1241–1250
Case C-325/00, Commission v. Germany, with annotation by M. Jarvis, 40/715–728
Case C-326/00, Idryma Koinonikon Asfaliseon (IKA) v. Vasilios Ioannidis, with annotation by V. Hatzopoulos, 40/1251–1268
Case C-438/00, Deutscher Handballbund eV v. Maros Kolpak, with annotation by J.-P. Dubey, 42/499–522
Case C-440/00, Gesamtbetriebsrat der Kühne & Nagel v. Kühne & Nagel AG Co KG, with annotation by F. Dorssemont, 41/1701–1716
Case C-445/00 R, Republic of Austria v. Council of the European Union, with annotation by A. Schrauwen, 40/219–226
Case C-453/00, Kühne & Heinz NV v. Productschap voor Pluimvee en Eieren, with annotation by R. Caranta, 42/179–188
Joined Cases C-465/00, 138 & 139/01, Österreichischer Rundfunk, with annotation by C. Classen, 41/1377–1385
Case C-466/00, Arben Kaba v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by M. Varju, 41/851–859
Case C-469/00, Revol S.a.r.l. v. Bellon Import S.a.r.l. and Biraghi SpA; Case C-108/01, Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma and Salumificio S. Rita SpA v. Asda Stores Ltd. and Hygrade Foods Ltd., with annotation by S. Enchelmaier, 41/825–838
Case C-472/00P, Commission v. Fresh Marine AS, with annotation by J. Wakefield, 41/235–244
Case C-6/01, Anomar v. Estado português; Case C-243/01, Piergiorgio Gambelli; and C-42/02, Diana Elisabeth Lindman, with annotation by G. Straetmans, 41/1409–1428
Case C-42/01, Portuguese Republic v. Commission, with annotation by B. Rodger, 42/1519–1532
Case C-60/01, Commission of the European Communities v. French Republic, with annotation by B. Kurcz and K. Zielke/šewicz, 39/1443–1454
Case C-101/01, Bodil Lindqvist, with annotation by L. Coudray, 41/1361–1376
Case C-109/01, Secretary of State for the Home Department v. H. Akrich, with annotation by E. Spaventa, 42/225–239
Case C-117/01, K.B. v. National Health Service Pensions Agency, Secretary of State for Health, with annotation by I. Canor, 41/1113–1125
Case C-167/01, Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken voor Amsterdam v. Inspire Art Ltd., with annotation by D. Zimmer, 41/1127–1140
Case C-186/01, Alexander Dory v. Federal Republic of Germany, with annotation by M. Trybus, 40/1269–1280
Joined Cases C-187 & 385/01, Criminal proceedings against Hüseyin Gözütok and Klaus Brügge, with annotation by J. Vervaele, 41/795–812
Case C-189/01, H. Jippes, Afdeling Groningen van de Nederlandse Vereniging tot Bescherming van Dieren, Afdeling Assen en omstreken van de Nederlandse Vereniging tot Bescherming van Dieren v. Minister van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij, with annotation by E. Spaventa, 39/1159–1170
Case C-198/01, Consorzio Industrie Fiammiferi (CIF) v. Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del mercato, with annotation by P. Nebbia, 41/839–849
Case C-224/01, Gerhard Köbler v. Republik Österreich, with annotation by C.D. Classen, 41/813–824
Case C-257/01, Commission v. Council, with annotation by V. Randazzo, 42/1737–1750
Joined cases C-264, 306, 453 & 355/01, AOK Bundesverband a.o., with annotation by B.-J. Drijber, 42/523–533
Case C-278/01, Commission v. Kingdom of Spain, with annotation by M. Ruffert, 41/1387–1393
Case C-322/01, Deutscher Apothekerverband eV v. 0800 DocMorris NV and Jacques Maternal, with annotation by R. Lang, 42/189–204
Case C-361/01 P, Kik v. Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs) (Kik IV), with annotation by N. Nie Shuihbne, 41/1093–1111
Joined Cases C-397–403/01, Bernhard Pfeiffer et al., with annotation by S. Prechtl, 42/1445–1463
Case C-418/01, IMS Health GmbH v. NDC Health GmbH, with annotation by V. Hatzopoulos, 41/1613–1638
Case C-452/01, Margarethe Ospelt v. Schlössle Weissenberg Familienstiftung, with annotation by N. Moloney, 1133–1149
Case C-36/02, Omega Spielhallen- und Automatenaufstellungs-GmbH v. Oberbürgermeister der Bundesstadt Bonn, with annotation by Ackermann, 42/1107–1120
Case C-55/02, Commission v. Portuguese Republic; Case C-188/03, Imtraud Junk v. Wolfgang Kühl, with annotation by F. Dorssenmont, 43/225–241
Case C-71/02, Herbert Karner Industrie-Auktionen GmbH v. Troostwijk GmbH, with annotation by J. Stuyck, 41/1683–1700
Case C-93/02, Biret International SA v. Council, with annotation by A. Thies, 41/1661–1682
Case C-116/02, Erich Gasser GmbH v. MISAT Srl, with annotation by R. Fentiman, 42/241–259
Case C-138/02, Brian Francis Collins v. Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, with annotation by H. Oosterom-Staples, 42/205–223
Case C-141/02 P, Commission v. T-Mobile Austria GmbH, formerly max.mobil, with annotation by F. Castille de la Torre, 42/1751–1763
Case C-148/02, Carlos Garcia Avello v. État Belge, with annotation by T. Ackermann, 44/141–154
Join Aed Cases C-189, 202, 205–208 & 213/02 P, Dansk Rørindustri and others v. Commission, with annotation by K. Nordlander, 43/571–582
Case C-200/02, Kunqian Catherine Zhu, Man Lavette Chen v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by J-Y. Carlier, 42/1121–1131

Cases C-203/02, The British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill Organization Ltd, C-46/02, Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Oy Veikkaus AB, C-338/02, Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Svenska Spel AB, and C-444/02, Fixtures Marketing Ltd v. Organismos Prognostikon Agonon Podosfairou (OPAP), with annotation by C. Ritter, 42/803–827

Case C-234/02, European Ombudsman v. Frank Lamberts, with annotation by M. Suksi, 42/1765–1781

Case C-262/02, Commission v. France and Case C-429/02, Bacardi France SAS and Télévision française 1 SA (TF1) et al., with annotation by J. Stuyck, 42/783–801

Case C-263/02, Commission v. Jego-Quéré & Cie SA, with annotation by C. Brown and J. Morijn, 41/1639–1659

Case C-293/02, Jersey Produce Marketing Organisation Ltd v. States of Jersey and Jersey Potato Export Marketing Board, with annotation by A. Tryfonidou, 42/1501–1518

Case C-17/03, VEMW, APX en Eneco N.V. v. DTE, with annotation by L. Hancher, 43/1125–1144

Case C-88/03, Portuguese Republic v. Commission, with annotation by J.A. Winter, 45/183–198

Case C-94/03, Commission v. Council; Case C-178/03, Commission v. Parliament and Council, with annotation by P. Koutrakos, 44/171–194

Case C-131/03 P, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco and Others v. Commission, with annotation by M. Varju, 44/1101–1116

Case C-147/03, Commission of the European Communities v. Republic of Austria, with annotation by C. Rieder, 43/1711–1726

Case C-173/03, Traghetti del Mediterraneo SpA in Liquidation v. Italian Republic, with annotation by M. Ruffert, 44/479–486

Case C-176/03, Commission v. Council, with annotation by C. Tobler, 43/835–854

Case C-205/03 P, Federación Española de Empresas de Tecnología Sanitaria (FENIN) v. Commission, with annotation by W.-H. Roth, 44/1131–1142

Case C-209/03 R (on the application of Danny Bidar) v. London Borough of Ealing, Secretary of State for Education and Skills, with annotation by C. Barnard, 42/1465–1489

Case C-239/03, Commission v. French Republic, with annotation by Kuijper, 42/1491–1500

Case C-265/03, Igor Simutenkov v. Ministerio de Educación y Cultura, Real Federación Española de Fútbol, with annotation by C. Hillion, 45/815–833

Case C-320/03, Commission v. Republic of Austria, with annotation by A. Schrauwen, 43/1447–1456

Case C-320/03R (02) and (03), Commission v. Republic of Austria Order of the President of the Court, with annotation by A. Schrauwen, 42/851–858

Case C-349/03, Commission v. United Kingdom, with annotation by P. Stanley, 44/195–203

Case C-350/03, Schulte v. Deutsche Bausparkasse Badenia AG, Case C-229/04, Crailsheimer Volksbank eG v. Klaus Conrads and Others, with annotation by E. Terryn, 44/501–518
Case C-380/03, Federal Republic of Germany v. European Parliament and Council of the European Union (Tobacco Advertising II), with annotation by M. Ludwigs, 44/1159–1176
Case C-411/03, SEVIC Systems AG, with annotation by P. Behrens, 43/1669–1688
Case C-443/03, Götz Leffler v. Berlin Chemie AG, with annotation by P. Mankowski, 43/1689–1710
Case C-446/03, Marks & Spencer plc v. David Halsey (HM Inspector of Taxes), with annotation by A. Cordewener and I. Dörr, 43/855–884
Case C-459/03, Commission of the European Communities v. Ireland (MOX plant), with annotation by N. Schrijver, 47/863–878
Case C-470/03, A.G.M.COS.MET Srl v. Suomen valtio, Tarmo Lehtinen, with annotation by S. de Vries, 45/569–585
Case C-503/03, Commission v. Spain, with annotation by E. Brouwer, 45/1251–1267
Case C-540/03, Parliament v. Council, with annotation by M. Bulterman, 45/245–259
Joined Cases C-94 & 202/04, Federico Cipolla v. Rosaria Fazari and Stefano Macrino and Claudia Capodarte v. Roberto Meloni, with annotation by J. Stuyck, 46/941–957
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Case C-95/12, Commission v. Germany, with annotation by F. Möslin (Compliance with ECJ judgments vs. compatibility with EU law – Free movement of capital issues unresolved after the second ruling on the Volkswagen law), 52/801–812

Case C-131/12, Google Spain SL, Google inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD), Mario Costeja González, with annotation by I.Spiecker genannt Döhmann (A new framework for information markets), 52/1033–1058

Case C-167/12, C.D. v. S.T. and Case C-363/12, Z v. A Government Department and The Board of management of a community school, with annotation by M. Finck and B. Kas (Surrogacy leave as a matter of EU law), 52/281–298

Case C-176/12, Association de médiation sociale v. Union locale des syndicats CGT and Others, with annotation by N. Lazzerini ((Some of) the fundamental rights granted by the Charter may be a source of obligations for private parties), 51/907–933

Case C-184/12, United Antwerp Maritime Agencies (Unamar) NV v. Navigation Maritime Bulgare, with annotation by G. Rühl (Commercial agents, minimum harmonization and overriding mandatory provisions in the European Union), 53/209–224

Joined Cases C-199–201/12, Minister voor Immigratie en Asiel v. X (C-199/12) and Y (C-200/12) and Z v. Minister voor Immigratie en Asiel (C-201/12), with annotation by M. den Heijer (Persecution for reason of sexual orientation), 51/1217–1234

Case C-270/12, United Kingdom v. European Parliament and Council (Short selling), with annotation by C. F. Bergström (Shaping the new system for delegation of powers to EU agencies), 52/219–242

Case C-286/12, Commission v. Hungary, with annotation by U. Belavusau (On age discrimination and beating dead dogs), 50/1145–1160
Joined Cases C-293 & 594/12, Digital Rights Ireland Ltd and Seiltlinger and Others, with annotation by O. Lynskey (The Data Retention Directive is incompatible with the rights to privacy and data protection and is invalid in its entirety), 51/1789–1812

Case C-370/12, Thomas Pringle v. Government of Ireland, The Attorney General, with annotation by B. de Witte and T. Beukers (The Court of Justice approves the creation of the European Stability Mechanism outside the EU legal order), 50/805–848

Case C-377/12, European Commission v. Council of the European Union (Philippines PCFA), with annotation by M. Broberg and R. Holdgaard (Demarcating the Union’s Development Cooperation Policy after Lisbon), 52/547–567

Case C-378/12, Xiannu Onuekwere v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by S. Coutts (Union citizenship as probationary citizenship), 52/531–545

Case C-398/12, Procura della Republica v. M. and Case C-129/14 PPU, Zoran Spasic, with annotation by J. Vervaele (Schengen and Charter-related ne bis in idem protection in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice), 52/1339–1360

Joined Cases C-401–403/12 P, Council, Parliament and Commission v. Vereniging Milieudefensete en Stichting Stop Luchtverontreiniging Utrecht, with annotation by S. Gaspár-Szlágiyi (The relationship between EU law and international agreements: Restricting the application of the Fediol and Nakajima exceptions in Vereniging Milieudefensete), 52/1059–1078

Case C-427/12, Commission v. Parliament and Council (Biocides), with annotation by D. Ritleng (The dividing line between delegated and implementing acts: The Court of Justice sidesteps the difficulty in Commission v. Parliament and Council), 52/243–257

Case C-456/12, O v. Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel and Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel v. B and Case C-457/12, S v. Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel and Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel v. G, with annotation by E. Spaventa (Family rights for circular migrants and frontier workers), 52/753–777

Case C-507/12, Jessy Saint Prix v. Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, with annotation by S. Currie (Pregnancy-related employment breaks, the gender dynamics of free movement law and curtailed citizenship), 53/543–562

Joined Cases C-533 & 536/12 P, SNCM SA and French Republic v. Corsica Ferries France SAS, with annotation by G. Galletti (How Reasonable may the private investor be assumed to be?), 52/1095–1110

Case C-557/12, Kone AG and Others v. ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG, with annotation by N. Dunne (It never rains but it pours? Liability for “umbrella effects” under EU competition law in Kone), 51/1813–1828

Case C-573/12, Ålands Vindkraft AB v. Energiomnigheten and Joined Cases C-204–208/12, Essent Belgium NV v. Vlaamse Reguleringsinstantie voor de Elektriciteits- en Gasmarkt, with annotation by M. Szydlo (How to reconcile national support for renewable energy with internal market obligations? The task for the EU legislature after Ålands Vindkraft and Essent), 52/489–510

Case C-579/12 RX-II, Strack v. Commission, with annotation by X. Tracol (The new rules of procedure on the review procedure and the application of general principles in EU civil service law and litigation), 51/993–1014

Case C-604/12, H.N. v. Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, with annotation by S. Bogojević, X. Grousset and M. Medzmariashvili (Adequate Legal protection and good administration in EU asylum procedures: H.N. and beyond), 52/1635–1660

Case C-112/13, A. v. B and Others, with annotation by M. de Visser (Juggling centralized constitutional review and EU primacy in the domestic enforcement of the Charter), 1309–1338
Case C-117/13, Technische Universität Darmstadt v. Eugen Ulmer KG, with annotation by E. Linklater (Make me an offer I won’t regret: Offers to license works on acceptable terms cannot block libraries’ “right” to digitize for access on dedicated terminals), 52/825–845
Case C-170/13, Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd v. ZTE Corp. and ZTE Deutschland GmbH, with annotation by T. Körber (Abuse of a dominant position by legal actions of owners of standard-essential patents), 53/1107–1120
Case C-201/13, Johan Deckmyn and Another v. Helena Vandersteen and Others, with annotation by E. Rosati (Just a laughing matter? Why the decision in Deckmyn is broader than parody), 52/511–529
Case C-316/13, Gérard Fenoll v. Centre d’aide par le travail “La Jouvène”, Association de parents et d’amis de personnes handicapées mentales (APEI) d’Avignon, with annotation by M. Bell (Disability, rehabilitation and the status of worker in EU Law), 53/197–208
Case C-352/13, Cartel Damages Claims (CDC) Hydrogen Peroxide SA v. Akzo Nobel NV, Solvay SA/NV, Kemira Oyi, FMC Foret SA, with annotation by W. Wurmnest (International jurisdiction in competition damages cases under the Brussels I Regulation), 53/225–248
Case C-383/13 PPU, G. and R., with annotation by P. De Bruycker and S. Mananashvili (Audi alteram partem in immigration detention procedures, between the ECJ, the ECtHR and Member States), 52/569–590
Case C-388/13, Nemzeti Fogyasztóvédelmi Hatóság v. UPC Magyarország Kft, with annotation by B. Keirsbilck (The UCPD’s notion of “commercial practice”), 53/527–542
Case C-479/13, Commission v. France, with annotation by E. Linklater (The end of the story for reduced VAT rates for E-books?), 52/1679–1690
Case C-497/13, Froukje Faber v. Autobedrijf Hazet Ochten BV, with annotation by P. Rott (Improving consumers’ enforcement of their rights under EU consumer sales law), 53/509–526
Case C-528/13, Geoffrey Léger v. Ministre des Affaires sociales, de la Santé et des Droits des femmes et Etablissement français du sang, with annotation by P. Dunne (A right to donate blood? Permanent deferrals for “Men who have Sex with Men” (MSM)), 52/1661–1678
Case C-533/13, Auto- ja Kuljetusalan Työntekijälitto AKT ry v. Öljyynote ry and Shell Aviation Finland Oy, with annotation by A. Davies (The legal nature of the duty to review prohibitions or restrictions on the use of temporary agency work), 53/493–508
Case C-579/13, P and S v. Commissie Sociale Zekerheid Breda and College van Burgemeester en Wethouders van de gemeente Amstelveen, and Case C-153/14, Minister van Buitenlandse Zaken v. K and A, with annotation by M. Jesse (Integration measures, integration exams, and immigration control), 53/1065–1088
Case C-660/13, Council v. Commission, with annotation by V. Demedts and M. Chamon (The Commission back on the leash: No autonomy to sign non-binding agreements on behalf of the EU), 54/245–262
Case C-5/14, Kernkraftwerke Lippe-Ems GmbH v. Hauptzollamt Osnabrück, with annotation by R. Garcia and E. Ferreiro Serret (Hardening the preliminary reference procedure in a Union in crisis), 53/819–837
Case C-23/14, Post Danmark A/S v. Konkurrencerådet (Post Danmark II), with annotation by P. Rummel (Rebate schemes under Article 102 TFEU), 53/1121–1132
Case C-44/14, Spain v. European Parliament and Council of the European Union (Eurosur), with annotation by D. Hanf (Balancing openness and coherence of enhanced cooperation: The principle of coherence affirmed by drawing its outer limits), 54/873–898
Case C-61/14, Orizzonte Salute – Studio Infermieristico Associato v. Azienda Pubblica di Servizi alla persona San Valentino – Città di Levico Terme and Others, with annotation
by J. Krommendijk (Is there light on the horizon? The distinction between “Rewe effectiveness” and the principle of effective judicial protection in Article 47 of the Charter after Orizzonte), 53/1395–1418

Case C-62/14, Peter Gauweiler and others v. Deutscher Bundestag, with annotation by V. Borger (Outright Monetary Transactions and the stability mandate of the ECB), 53/139–196

Case C-67/14, Jobcentre Berlin Neuköln v. Nazifa Alomanovich and Others, with annotation by A. Iliopoulou-Penot (Deconstructing the former edifice of Union citizenship?), 53/1007–1036

Case C-69/14, Dragoş Constantin Târșia v. Statul român and Serviciul Public Comunitar Regim Permise de Conducere si Imatriculare a Autovehiculelor, with annotation by K. Sowery (Equivalent treatment of Union rights under national procedural law), 53/1705–1726

Case C-83/14, CHEZ Razpredelitelnia Bulgaria AD v. Komisia za zashtita ot discriminatsia, with annotation by S. Benedi Lahuerta (Ethnic discrimination, discrimination by association and the Roma community), 53/797–817

Case C-88/14, Commission v. Parliament and Council, with annotation by M. Chamon (The dividing line between delegated and implementing acts, part two: The Court of Justice settles the issue in Commission v. Parliament and Council (Visa reciprocity)), 52/1617–1634

Case C-98/14, Berlington Hungary Tanácsadó és Szolgáltató kft, Lixus Szerencejáték Szervező kft, Lixus Projekt Szerencejáték Szervező kft, Lixus Invest Szerencejáték Szervező kft, Megapolis Terminal Szolgáltató kft v. Magyar Allam (Hungarian State), with annotation by M. Szydło (Continuing the judicial gambling saga in Berlington), 53/1089–1106

Case C-105/14, Criminal proceedings against Ivo Taricco and Others, with annotation by M. Timmerman (Balancing effective criminal sanctions with effective fundamental rights protection in cases of VAT fraud), 53/779–796

Case C-106/14, Fédération des entreprises du commerce et de la distribution (FCD) and Fédération des magasins de bricolage et de l’aménagement de la maison (FMB) v. Ministre de l’Écologie, du Développement durable et de l’Énergie, with annotation by E. Korkea-aho (Effects of the EU chemicals regulation REACH in a globalized internal market), 53/763–778

Case C-129/14 (see Case C-398/12)


Case C-146/14 PPU, Mahdi, with annotation by D. Acosta Arcarazo (The Charter, detention and possible regularization of migrants in an irregular situation under the Returns Directive), 52/1361–1378

Case C-158/14, A and Others v. Minister van Buitenlandse Zaken, with annotation by M. Wimmer (Counter-terrorism sanctions, non-international armed conflicts and Tamil Tigers: A and others), 55/1573–1594

Case C-165/14, Alfredo Rendón Marin v. Administración del Estado, with annotation by P. Neuvonen (EU citizenship and its “very specific” essence), 54/1201–1220

Case C-169/14, Juan Carlos Sánchez Morcillo and Maria del Carmen Abril García v. Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA, and Case C-34/13, Monika Kušionová v. SMART Capital a.s., with annotation by F. Della Negra (The uncertain development of the case law on consumer protection in mortgage enforcement proceedings), 52/1009–1032
Case C-218/14, Kuldip Singh and Others v. Minister for Justice and Equality, with annotation by F. Strumia (Divorce immediately, or leave. Rights of third country nationals and family protection in the context of EU citizens’ free movement), 53/1373–1393

Case C-258/14, Eugenia Florescu and Others v. Casa Județeană de Pensii Sibiu and Others, with annotation by M. Markakis and P. Dermine (Bailouts, the legal status of Memoranda of Understanding, and the scope of application of the EU Charter: Florescu), 55/643–672

Case C-263/14, Parliament v. Council, with annotation by S. Sánchez-Tabernero (The choice of legal basis and the principle of consistency in the procedure for conclusion of international agreements in CFSP contexts), 54/899–920

Case C-290/14, Skerđjan Celaj, with annotation by M. Savino (Irregular migration at the crossroads, between administrative removal and criminal deterrence: The Celaj Case), 53/1419–1439

Case C-292/14, Elliniko Dimosio (Greek State) v. Stefanos Stroumpoulis and Others, with annotation by G. Barrett (Contract or code? Determining the reach of European employment law and the effect of flags of convenience, 54/921–942

Case C-293/14, Gerhart Hiebler v. Walter Schlagbauer, with annotation by D. Damjanovic (Territorial restrictions in the chimney sweep business under the Services Directive), 54/1535–1554

Case C-308/14, Commission v. United Kingdom, with annotation by C. O’Brien (The ECJ sacrifices EU citizenship in vain), 54/209–244

Case C-333/14, Scotch Whisky Association and Others v. Lord Advocate and Advocate General for Scotland, with annotation by A. Alemanno (Balancing free movement and public health: The case of minimum unit pricing of alcohol in Scotch Whisky), 53/1037–1064

Case C-362/14, Maximillian Schrems v. Data Protection Commissioner, joined by Digital Rights Ireland, with annotation by L. Azoulai and M. van der Sluis (Institutionalizing personal data protection in times of global institutional distrust), 53/1343–1371

Joined Cases C-404 & 609/15 PPU, Pál Aranyosi and Robert Cădlăraru v. Generalstaatsanwaltschaft Bremen, with annotation by G. Anagnostaras (Mutual confidence is not blind trust! Fundamental rights protection and the execution of the European arrest warrant), 53/1675–1704

Case C-428/14, DHL Express (Italy) v. Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato, with annotation by C. Volpin (Protecting the effectiveness of leniency programmes: Applying for leniency is a leap in the dark), 54/1179–1200

Joined Cases C-443 & 444/14, Kreis Warendorf v. Ibrahim Alo and Amira Osso v. Region Hannover, with annotation by J.-Y. Carlier and L. Leboeuf (Choice of residence for refugees and subsidiary protection beneficiaries; variations on the equality principle), 54/631–644

Case C-455/14 P, H v. Council of the European Union, European Commission and European Union Police Mission (EUPM) in Bosnia and Herzegovina, with annotation by P. Van Elsuwege (Upholding the rule of law in the Common Foreign and Security Policy), 54/841–858

Case C-464/14, SECIL – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento S4 v. Fazenda Pública, with annotation by M. O’Brien (Free movement of capital between EU Member States and third countries and the Euro-Mediterranean Agreements: SECIL), 55/243–264

Case C-542/14, SIA “VM Remonts” (formerly SIA “DIV un KO”) and Others v. Konkurencis padome, with annotation by I. Apostolakis (Antitrust liability in cases of indirect contacts between competitors), 54/605–630
Case C-561/14, Caner Genc v. Integrationsministeriet, with annotation by N. Tezcan/Idriz (Family reunification under the standstill clauses of EU-Turkey Association law), 54/263–280
Case C-594/14, Simona Kornhaas v. Thomas Dithmar, with annotation by M. Szydło (Directors’ duties and liability in insolvency and the freedom of establishment of companies after Kornhaas), 54/1853–1866
Case C-613/14, James Elliott Construction Limited v. Irish Asphalt Limited, with annotation by A. Volpato (The harmonized standards before the ECJ), 54/591–604
Opinion 1/15, Draft agreement between Canada and the European Union on Transfer of Passenger Name Record data, with annotation by C. Kuner (International agreements, data protection, and EU fundamental rights on the international stage: Opinion 1/15, EU-Canada PNR), 55/857–882
Opinion 3/15, Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually Impaired or Otherwise Print Disabled, with annotation by G. Kübek (Redefining the boundaries of the Common Commercial Policy and the ERTA doctrine: Opinion 3/15, Marrakesh Treaty), 55/883–900
Joined Cases C-8/15 P–10/15, Ledra Advertising Ltd and Others v. Commission and European Central Bank, with annotation by R. Repasi (Judicial protection against austerity measures in the euro area), 54/1123–1156
Case C-63/15, Mehrdad Ghezelbash v. Staatssecretaris van Veiligheid en Justitie, with annotation by M. den Heijer (Remedies in the Dublin Regulation: Ghezelbash and Karim), 54/859–872
Case C-72/15, The Queen (PJSC Rosneft Oil Company) v. Her Majesty’s Treasury, with annotation by S. Poli (The Common Foreign Security Policy after Rosneft: Still imperfect but gradually subject to the rule of law), 54/1799–1834
Case C-133/15, H.C. Chavez-Vilchez and Others v. Raad van bestuur van de Sociale verzekeringenbank en others, with annotation by F. Staiano (Derivative residence rights for parents of Union citizen children under Article 20 TFEU: Chavez-Vilchez), 55/225–242
Joined Cases C-145 & 146/15, K. Ruijssenaars and Others v. Staatssecretaris van Infrastructuur et Milieu, with annotation by J.-U. Franck (Rights, remedies and effective enforcement in air transportation: Ruijssenaars), 54/1867–1886
Joined Cases C-154, 307 & 308/15, Francisco Gutiérrez Naranjo v. Cajasur Banco SAU; Ana María Palacios Martínez v. Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA (BBVA) and Banco Popular Español SA v. Emilio Irsé López and Teresa Torres Andreu, with annotation by C. Leskinen and F. de Elizalde (The control of terms that define the essential obligations of the parties under the Unfair Contract Terms Directive: Gutiérrez Naranjo), 55/1595–1618
Case C-157/15, Samira Achhiba and Centrum voor gelijkheid van kansen en voor racismebestrijding v. GS Secure Solutions NV and Case C-188/15, Asma Bougnouni and Association de défense des droits de l’homme (ADDH) v. Micropole SA, with annotation by E. Cloots (Safe harbour or open sea for corporate headscarf bans?), 55/589–624
Case C-160/15, GS Media BV v. Sanoma Media Netherlands BV and Others, with annotation by E. Rosati (GS Media and its implications for the construction of the right of communication to the public within EU copyright architecture), 54/1221–1242
Case C-174/15, Vereniging Openbare Bibliotheken v. Stichting Leensrecht, with annotation by E. Linklater-Sahm (The libraries strike back: The “right to e-lend” under the Rental and Lending Rights Directive), 54/1555–1570
Case C-182/15, Aleksei Petruhhin, with annotation by M. Büse (Mutual recognition, extradition to third countries and Union citizenship: Petruhhin), 54/1781–1798
Case C-201/15, Anonymi Geniki Etairia Tsimenton Iraklis (AGET Iraklis) v. Ypourgos Ergasias, Koinonikis Asfalisis kai Koinonikis Allilengyis, with annotation by I. Antonaki (Collective redundancies in Greece), 54/1513–1534
Joined Cases C-203 & 698/15, Tele2 Sverige AB v. Post- och telestyrelsen and Secretary of State for the Home Department v. Tom Watson, Peter Brice and Geoffrey Lewis, with annotation by I. Cameron (Balancing data protection and law enforcement needs), 54/1467–1496
Case C-219/15, Elisabeth Schmitt v. TÜV Rheinland LGA Products GmbH, with annotation by A. Wallerman (Pie in the sky when you die? Civil liability of notified bodies under the Medical Devices Directive: Schmitt), 55/265–278
Case C-337/15 P, European Ombudsman v. Claire Staelen, with annotation by N. Vogiatzis (The EU’s liability owing to the conduct of the European Ombudsman revisited: European Ombudsman v. Staelen), 55/1251–1274
Case C-379/15, Association France Nature Environnement v. Premier minister and Ministre de l’Écologie, du Développement durable et de l’Énergie, with annotation by K. Sowery (Reconciling primacy and environmental protection), 54/1157–1178
Case C-434/15, Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi v. Uber Systems Spain SL, with annotation by M. Finck (Distinguishing internet platforms from transport services: Elite Taxi v. Uber Spain), 55/1619–1640
Case C-443/15, Dr David L. Parris v. Trinity College Dublin and Others, with annotation by M. Möschel (If and when age and sexual orientation discrimination intersect: Parris), 54/1835–1852
Case C-521/15, Kingdom of Spain v. Council of the European Union, with annotation by M. Chamon (Fining Member States under the SGP, or how enforcement is different from implementation under Article 291 TFEU: Spain v. Council), 55/1495–1520
Case C-544/15, Sahar Fahimian v. Federal Republic of Germany, with annotation by K. Eisele (Public security and admission to the EU of foreign students: Fahimian), 55/279–294
Case C-621/15, N.W & Others v. Sanofi Pasteur MSD & Others, with annotation by E. Brosset (Distinguishing between law and science in terms of causation and the hepatitis B vaccine: W v. Sanofi Pasteur), 55/1899–1916
Case C-668/15, Jyske Finans A/S v. Ligebehandlingsnævnet, with annotation by S. Atrey (Race discrimination in EU law after Jyske Finans), 55/625–642
Case C-691/15 P, European Commission v. Bilbaína de Alquitranes SA and Others, with annotation by G. Leonelli (The fine line between procedural and substantive review in cases involving complex technical-scientific evaluations: Bilbaína), 55/1217–1250
Case C-64/16, Associação Sindical dos Juízes Portugueses, with annotation by L. Pech and S. Platon (Judicial independence under threat: The Court of Justice to the rescue: Associação Sindical dos Juízes Portugueses), 55/1827–1854
Case C-73/16, Peter Puškár v. Finančné riaditeľstvo Slovenskej republiky and Kriminálny urad finančnej správy, with annotation by H. Ellingsen (Effective judicial protection of individual data protection rights: Puškár), 55/1879–1898
Case C-104/16 P, Council of the European Union v. Front Polisario, with annotation by E. Cannizzaro (In defence of Front Polisario: The ECJ as a global jus cogens maker), 55/569–588
Case C-106/16, Polbud – Wykonawstwo sp. z o.o., in liquidation (“Polbud”), with annotation by M. Szydlo (Cross-border conversion of companies under freedom of establishment: Polbud and beyond), 55/1549–1572
Case C-165/16, Toufik Lounes v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, with annotation by V. Réveillère (Family rights for naturalized EU citizens: Lounes), 55/1855–1878
Case C-194/16, Bolagsupplysningen OÜ and Ingrid Iijsian v. Svensk Handel AB, with annotation by A. Bizer (International jurisdiction for violations of personality rights on the internet: Bolagsupplysningen), 55/1941–1958
Case C-547/16, Gasorba SL and Others v. Repsol Comercial de Productos Petrolíferos SA, with annotation by S. Makris and A. Ruiz Feases (Commitments and network governance in EU antitrust: Gasorba), 55/1959–1988
Case C-64/16, Jafari, Case C-490/16, A.S. v. Republic of Slovenia, Case C-670/16, Mengesteab and Case C-201/16, Shiri, with annotation by D. Thym ( Judicial maintenance of the sputtering Dublin system on asylum jurisdiction: Jafari, A.S., Mengesteab and Shiri), 55/549–568
Case C-42/17, M.A.S. and M.B., with annotation by C. Rauchegger (National constitutional rights and the primacy of EU law: M.A.S.), 55/1521–1548
Case C-600/14, Germany v. Council (Amendment of the Convention concerning International Carriage by Rail – COTIF), with annotation by E. Neframi (Article 216(1) TFEU and the Union’s shared external competence in the light of mixity: Germany v. Council (COTIF)), 56/489–520
Case C-528/15, Policie ČR, Krajské ředitelství police Steckého kraje, odbor cizinecké policie v. Salah Al Chodor and Others, with annotation by N. Vavoula (The detention of asylum seekers pending transfer under the Dublin III Regulation: Al Chodor), 56/1041–1068
Case C-589/15 P, Anagnostakis v. Commission, with annotation by A. Karatzia (The European Citizens’ Initiative and Greek debt relief: Anagnostakis), 56/1069–1092
Case C-57/16 P, ClientEarth v. Commission, with annotation by D. Wyatt (Is the Commission a “lawmaker”? On the right of initiative, institutional transparency and public participation in decision-making: ClientEarth), 56/825–842
Case C-191/16, Romano Pisciotti v. Bundesrepublik Deutschland, with annotation by S. Coutts (From Union citizens to national subjects: Pisciotti), 56/521–540
Case C-233/16, Asociación Nacional de Grandes Empresas de Distribución (ANGED) v. Generalitat de Catalunya, Joined Cases C-234/16 and C-235/16, Asociación Nacional de Grandes Empresas de Distribución (ANGED) v. Consejería de Economía y Hacienda
del Principado de Asturias, Consejo de Gobierno del Principado de Asturias and Joined Cases C-236/16 and C-237/16, Asociación Nacional de Grandes Empresas de Distribución (ANGED) v. Diputación General de Aragón, with annotation by M. Szydło (Differential tax burdens of undertakings and internal market law: The way forward after ANGED), 56/1093–1118

Case C-266/16, The Queen, on the Application of Western Sahara Campaign UK v. Commissioners for Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, Secretary of State, Food and Rural Affair, with annotation by E. Kassoti (The ECJ and the art of treaty interpretation: Western Sahara Campaign UK), 56/209–236

Case C-284/16, Slowakische Republik v. Achmea BV, with annotation by C. Contartese and M. Andenas (EU autonomy and investor-State dispute settlement under inter se agreements between EU Member States: Achmea), 56/157–192


Case C-372/16, Soha Sahyouni v. Raja Mamisch, with annotation by A. Dutta (Private divorces outside Rome III and Brussels II bis? The Sahyouni gap), 56/1661–1672

Case C-414/16, Vera Egenberger v. Evangelisches Werk für Diakonie und Entwicklung.V., with annotation by L. Lourenco (Religion, discrimination and the EU general principles’ gospel: Egenberger), 56/193–208

Case C-426/16, Liga van Moskeeën en Islamitische Organisaties Provincie Antwerpen, VWZ and others v. Vlaams Gewest, with annotation by E. Howard (Ritual slaughter and religious freedom: Liga van Moskeeën), 56/803–824

Case C-498/16, Maximilian Schrems v. Facebook Ireland Limited, with annotation by J. Haslach (International jurisdiction in consumer contract cases under the Brussels I Regulation: Schrems), 56/559–580

Case C-525/16, MEO – Serviços de Comunicações e Multimédia SA v. Autoridade da Concorrência, with annotation by C. Ritter (Price discrimination as an abuse of dominant position under Article 102 TFEU: MEO), 56/259–274

Case C-526/16, Confédération paysanne and Others v. Premier ministre et Ministre de l’agriculture, de l’agroalimentaire et de la forêt, with annotation by K. Purnhagen (How to manage the Union’s diversity: The regulation of New Plant Breeding Technologies in Confédération paysanne and Others), 56/1379–1396

Case C-219/17, Silvio Berlusconi and Finanziaria d’investimento Fininvest SpA(Fininvest) v. Banca d’Italia and Istituto per la Vigilanza Sulle Assicurazioni (IVASS), with annotation by F. Brito Bastos (Judicial review of composite administrative procedures in the Single Supervisory Mechanism: Berlusconi), 56/1355–1378

Case C-234/17, XC and Others v. Generalprokuratur, with annotation by Zs. Varga (Retrial and principles of effectiveness and equivalence in case of violation of the ECHR and of the Charter: XC), 56/1673–1696

Case C-244/17, European Commission v. Council of the European Union, with annotation by P. Van Elsuwege and G. Van der Loo (Legal basis litigation in relation to international agreements: Commission v. Council (Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with Kazakhstan)), 56/1333–1354

Case C-441/17 R, Commission v. Poland, with annotation by P. Wennerås (Saving a forest and the rule of law: Commission v. Poland), 56/541–558
Case C-493/17, Weiss and Others, with annotation by M. Dawson and A. Bobić (Quantitative easing at the Court of Justice – Doing whatever it takes to save the euro: Weiss and Others), 56/1005–1040
Joined Cases C-202/18 and C-238/18, Ilmārs Rimšēvičs and European Central Bank v. Republic of Latvia, with annotation by A. Hinarjes (The Court of Justice annuls a national measure directly to protect ECB independence: Rimšēvičs), 56/1649–1660
Case C-216/18 PPU, Minister for Justice and Equality v. LM, with annotation by T. Konstadinides (Judicial independence and the rule of law in the context of non-execution of a European Arrest Warrant: LM), 56/743–770
Case C-621/18, Andy Wightman and Others v. Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union, with annotation by A. Cuyvers (Wightman, Brexit, and the sovereign right to remain), 56/1303–1332

2. General Court

Case T-64/89, Automec S.r.l. v. Commission, with annotation by S. Spinks, 28/453–462
Joined Cases T-79, 84–86, 89, 91, 92, 94, 96, 98, 102 & 104/89, BASF AG and Others v. Commission, on appeal Case C-137/92 P, Commission v. BASF AG and Others (PVC cases); Case T-3/93, Air France v. Commission, with annotation by A. Toth, 32/271–304
Joined Cases T-79 etc./89, BASF AG et al. v. Commission, with annotation by R.H. Lauwaars and W.Th.M. Raab, 30/420–423
Joined Cases T-121/89 & T-13/90, X v. Commission, on appeal Case C-404/92 P, X v. Commission, with annotation by P. Twomey, 32/1013–1023
Case T-24/90, Automec S.r.l. v. Commission, with annotation by B.J. Drijber, 30/1237–1249
Case T-96/92, Comité Central d’Entreprise de la Société Générale des Grandes Sources and Others v. Commission; Case T-12/93, Comité Central d’Entreprise de la Société Anonyme Vittel and Others v. Commission, with annotation by A. Arnull, 33/319–335
Case T-1–3/93, Société Anonyme à Participation Ouvrière Compagnie Nationale Air France v. Commission, with annotation by M. Broberg, 32/1295–1307
Case T-17/93, Matra Hachette S.A. v. Commission, with annotation by C. Swaak, 32/1271–1286
Case T-115/94, Qpel Austria GmbH v. Council, with annotation by P. Fischer, 35/765–781
Case T-194/94, Carvel and Guardian Newspapers Ltd v. EU Council, with annotation by P. Twomey, 33/831–842
Case T-353/94, Postbank NV v. Commission, with annotation by C. Kerse, 34/1481–1496
Case T-353/94R, Postbank NV v. Commission, with annotation by C. Kerse, 33/155–164
Case T-105/95, WWF UK (World Wide Fund for Nature) v. EC Commission, with annotation by E. Chiti, 35/189–207
Case T-41/96, Bayer AG v. Commission of the European Communities, with annotation by K. Lasok, 34/1309–1317
Case T-102/96, Gencor Ltd v. Commission, with annotation by P.J. Slot, 38/1573–1586
Case T-178/98, Fresh Marine Company AS v. Commission, with annotation by J. Wakefield, 38/1043–1057
Cases T-69/00, FIAMM and FIAMM Technologies, T-151/00, Le Laboratoire du Bain, T-301/00, Fremaux, T-320/00, CD Cartondruk AG, T-383/00, Beamglow Ltd and T-135/01, Giorgio Fedon & Figli S.p.A., Fedon S.r.l. and Fedon America USA Inc, with annotation by A. Thies, 43/1145–1168
Case T-353/00 R, Jean-Marie Le Pen v. European Parliament, with annotation by P. Cassia, 38/1297–1308
Case T-226/02, Organisation des Modjahedines du peuple d’Iran v. Council and UK (OMPI), with annotation by C. Eckes, 44/1117–1129
Case T-253/02, Chaftaq Ayadi v. Council; Case T-49/04, Faraj Hassan v. Council and Commission, with annotation by J. Heliskoski, 44/1143–1157
Case T-317/02, Fédération des industries condimmentaires de France (FICF) and others v. Commission, with annotation by M. Broberg, 43/1169–1179
Case T-2/03, Verein für Konsumenteninformation v. Commission, with annotation by S. Bartelt, 43/191–206
Case T-289/03, British United Provident Association Ltd (BUPA), BUPA Insurance Ltd, BUPA Ireland Ltd v. Commission of the European Communities, with annotation by W. Sauter, 46/269–286
Case T-193/04, Hans-Martin Tillack v. Commission, with annotation by J. Wakefield, 45/199–221
Case T-201/04, Microsoft v. Commission, with annotation by A. Andreangeli, 45/863–894
Case T-474/04, Pergan Hilfsstoffe für industrielle Prozesse GmbH v. Commission, with annotation by B. Wegener, 45/1767–1773
Joined Cases T-256/07 & 284/08, People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran v. Council and People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran v. Council, with annotation by E. Spaventa, 46/1239–1263
Case T-52/12 R, Hellenic Republic v. European Commission, with annotation by F. de Cecco (De minimis and exceptional circumstances as grounds for interim relief against recovery of State aid), 50/1479–1488
Case T-79/12, Cisco Systems Inc. and Messagenet SpA v. Commission, with annotation by I. Graef (Sneak preview of the future application of European competition law on the Internet?), 51/1263–1279
3. National Courts

7 November 1962, Italian Conseil d’Etat, Refusal to grant import-licences in violation of Art. 31 EEC, with annotation by A. Pappalardo, 4/84–88

4 April 1963, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Bremen, Tapioca Flower-case, with annotation by G. Riehle, 1/364–368

9 April 1963, Italian Constitutional Court, Acts providing for grants in aid without observing Art. 93 (3) EEC incompatible with the Constitution, with annotation by A. Pappalardo, 4/91–92

23 April 1963, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Neurnberg, Poultry Meat-case, with annotation by Riehle, 1/361–364

23 April 1963, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Neurnberg, Potato Starch-case, with annotation by Riehle, 1/364–367

3 September 1963, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Bremen, Tariff reprisals against U.S. A., with annotation by K.P. Mailänder, 2/94–96

14 November 1963, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Rheinland Pfalz, Barley-Case, with annotation by G. Riehle, 1/463–465

17 December 1963, Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgericht), Frankfurt, Barley-Case, with annotation by G. Riehle, 2/102–103

20 December 1963, Oberlandesgericht Hamm, Henkel and Cie GmbH v. Sommer, with annotation by D. Thompson, 2/349–350

23 December 1963, District Court (Landgericht) Göttingen, Italian Worker II, with annotation by L.J. Brinkhorst, 2/348–349


24 February 1964, Italian Constitutional Court (Corte Costituzionale), Ente Nazionale Energia Elettrica (ENEL), with annotation by N. Catalano, 2/224–235


7 March 1964, Italian Constitutional Court, Costa v. ENEL and EDISON Volta, with annotation by A. Pappalardo, 4/88–91

17 March 1964, Finance Court (Finanzgericht), Düsseldorf, Mineral oil-reimported, with annotation by K.P. Mailänder, 3/97–100

23 March 1964, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht), Nürnberg, Tapioca Flower-case II, with annotation by G. Riehle, 2/222–224

10 April 1964, Netherlands Supreme Court (Hoge Raad), Constructa Werke GmbH v. De Geus en Uitdenbogerd, with annotation by G. Riehle, 2/100–101

5 May 1964, District Court, Amsterdam, Penicillin Case, with annotation by I.E. Druker, 3/246–247


22 June 1964, Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgericht), Frankfurt, Milk Powder Case, with annotation by P. Mailänder, 2/445–448


25 June 1964, Court of Appeal (Cour d’Appel), Brussels, Cement-Convention Case, with annotation by I.E. Druker, 3/245–246


22 October 1964, Cour de Cassation, Nicolas and Soc. Maison Brandt Frères, with annotation by N. March Hunnings, 2/449
22 January 1965, District Court (Landgericht), Mannheim, Massage-instruments case, with annotation by L.J. Brinkhorst, 3/93–94
15 June 1965, District Court, Assen, Betriebsschrankenkasse der Hesepor Torfverke GmbH at Meppen/Ems (Germany) v. E.v.D. at Klazimaveen (Holland), with annotation by J.J.M. Tromm, 6/412–413
5 July 1965, German Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht), Validity of German Ratification Law, with annotation by J. Frowein, 5/481–482, 484–485
28 October 1965, Court of Appeal of Dijon, Labour permit required, with annotation by D. Tallon and R. Kovar, 4/449–450
1 December 1965, French Cour de Cassation (2e Chambre Civile), Caisse d’Assurance régionale v. Torrekens, with annotation by R.H. Lauwaars, 4/237–238
1 December 1965, French Cour de Cassation (2e Chambre Civile), Caisse d’Assurance régionale v. Torrekens, with annotation by D. Tallon and R. Kovar, 4/446–447
22 December 1965, Netherlands Supreme Court, X. v. Netherlands Fiscal Administration, with annotation by E.A. Alkema, 4/444–445
27 December 1965, Italian Constitutional Court, Société Acciaierie San Michele v. ECSC, with annotation by M. Berri, 4/81–84, 238–242
11 February 1966, Netherlands Supreme Court, Schetselaar ("Centrafarm") v. Geigy A.G., with annotation by E.A. Alkema, 4/445–446
17 May 1966, The President of the District Court of Rotterdam, J.R. Geigy A.G. of Basle v. Dr. A.P. Schetselaar (Centralfarm), with annotation by J.J.M. Tromm, 6/225
8 June 1966, Court of Appeal, Liège, Remacle v. Schott (Exclusive Distributorship), with annotation by G. Schrans, 5/325–326
12 December 1966, Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgericht) of Frankfurt, Export bond cases, with annotation by K. Hopt, 5/75–76
21 March 1967, Court of Finance (Finanzgericht) of Baden-Württemberg, Lemon-case, with annotation by K. Hopt, 5/75–76
25 April 1967, Federal Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof), Firma Max Neumann v. Hauptzollamt Hof/Saalen, with annotation by R.H. Lauwaars, 5/211–212
25 April 1967, Federal Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof), Firma Max Neumann v. Hauptzollamt Hof/ Saalen, with annotation by J. Frowein, 5/485–486
8 May 1967, Commercial Court Liège, Brewery contracts, with annotation by G. Schrans, 5/324–325
2 June 1967, Court of Appeal, Liège, Refusal to sell pharmaceuticals, with annotation by G. Schrans, 5/327–329
8 June 1967, Belgian Cour de Cassation, Cement-Convention Case, with annotation by G. Schrans, 5/323–325
18 October 1967, German Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht), Constitutionality of Council and Commission regulations, with annotation by J. Frowein, 5/483–484, 486–487
27 February 1968, Court of Appeal, Bois-le-Duc, Ruhrknappschaft Bochern (Germany) v. L. H.H., Roermond (Holland), with annotation by J.J.M. Tromm, 6/413–414
29 February 1968, German Bundesgerichtshof, Seedcorn Case ("Voran"), with annotation by K. Hopt, 6/236–237
11 July 1968, German Federal Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof), National compensatory turnover tax, with annotation by K. Hopt, 6/414–419
7 October 1968, Mrs. Y. Corveleyen v. Belgian State (Minister of Justice), with annotation by G. Schrans, 7/237–240
10 December 1968, German Federal Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof), Importer of Gasoline v. German Republic, with annotation by K. Hopt, 8/97–103
15 January 1969, German Federal Court of Finance (Bundesfinanzhof), Importer of Milkpowder v. German Republic, with annotation by K. Hopt, 8/97–103
4 March 1970, Court of Appeal of Brussels, Détry (later S.A. Fromager (Franco-Suisse "Le Ski") v. Belgian State, with annotation by G. Schrans, 8/97–99
23 June 1974, House of Lords, Garden Cottage Foods Ltd. v. Milk Marketing Board, with annotation by K. Banks, 21/669–674
22 December 1978, Conseil d’Etat (Assemblée), Cohn-Bendit, with annotation by P.J.G. Kapteyn, 16/701–707
25 January 1979, Federal Tribunal (Switzerland), Bosshard Partners Intertrading AG v. Sunlight AG, ATF 105 11 49, with annotation by O. Jacob-Guillarmod, 18/427–435
26 October 1981, Constitutional Court (Italy), Decision No. 176, S.p.a. Comavicola v. Amministrazione delle finanze dello Stato, with annotation by G. Gaja, 19/455–461
17 June 1983, Supreme Court, Ireland, Campus Oil Limited v. The Minister for Industry and Energy, et al., with annotation by F. Murphy, 21/741–755
8 June 1984, Constitutional Court, Italy, Decision No. 170, S.p.a. Granital v. Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato, with annotation by G. Gaja, 21/756–772
22 October 1986, German Bundesverfassungsgericht, Solange II (BVerfGE 73,339) Constitutional complaint Firma W, with annotation by J.A. Frowein, 25/201–206
8 February 1989, High Court of Australia, Queensland Wire Industries v. BHP, with annotation by F. Hanks and P.L. Williams, 27/151–161
15 February 1990, the President of the District Court of Amsterdam, Malibu Travel v. KLM, with annotation by P.J. Slot, 27/383–386
26 November 1992, Court of Appeal of England and Wales, Webb v. EM0 Air Cargo (UK) Ltd., with annotation by A. Tanney, 29/1021–1028
3 March 1994, R. v. Secretary of State for Employment ex Parte Equal Opportunities Commission and Another, with annotation by C. Harlow and E. Szyszczak, 32/641–654
7 June 1995, Court of Appeal, Ex p. Friends of the Earth, with annotation by C. Hilson, 32/1461–1475
15 July 1999, The Austrian Supreme Court (Oberster Gerichtshof), Case 6 Ob 123/99b, with annotation by K. Nemeth, 37/1277–1284
5 October 1999, French Cour de Cassation: T.G.V. Nord et Pont de Normandie with annotation by D. Waebroeck and M. Griffiths, 37/1465–1476
17 February 2000, German Bundesverfassungsgericht: Alcan, Constitutional review of EC Regulation on bananas, with annotation by F. Hoffmeister, 38/791–804
9 January 2001, German Bundesverfassungsgericht: Medical training, with annotation by C. Classen, 39/641–652
6 April 2001, Arsenal Football Club plc v. Matthew Reed, High Court, Chancery Division; Case C-206/01, Arsenal Football Club plc v. Matthew Reed, Court of Justice of the European Communities (Full Court); Arsenal Football Club plc v. Matthew Reed, High Court, Chancery Division, with annotation by A. Arnull, 40/753–797
21 March 2003 Supreme Court of the Netherlands, Stichting Waterpakt, Stichting Natuur en Milieu, Vereniging Consumentenbond v. State of the Netherlands, with annotation by L. Besselink, 41/1429–1455
12 June 2003, Tribunal Supremo (Spanish Supreme Court), Canal Satélite Digital, with annotation by F. Castillo de la Torre, 41/1717–1734
19 April 2004, Tribunal Constitucional (Spanish Constitutional Court), judgment 58/2004, Tax on the use of gambling machines, with annotation by R. Alonso Garcia, 42/535–548
13 December 2004, Tribunal Constitucional (Spanish Constitutional Court), Opinion 1/2004 on the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, with annotation by F. Castillo de la Torre, 42/1169–1202
10 June 2004, Conseil constitutionnel (French Constitutional Court), Decision N° 2004–496, with annotation by J. Dutheil de la Rochère, 42/859–869
19 November 2004, Conseil constitutionnel (French Constitutional Court), Decision No. 2004–505 DC, with annotation by L. Azoulai and F. Ronkes Agerbeek, 42/871–886
4. EFTA Court

Case E-9/97, Erla Maria Sveinbjörnsdóttir v. the Government of Iceland, with annotation by M. Eyjólfsson, 37/191–211
Case E-1/02, EFTA Surveillance Authority v. Norway, with annotation by C. Tobler, 245–260
Case E-2/02, Technologien Bau- und Wirtschaftsberatung GmbH and Bellona Foundation v. EFTA Surveillance Authority, with annotation by M. Varju, 42/549–558
Case E-3/11 Sigmarsson v. the Central Bank of Iceland, with annotation by D. Guðmundsdóttir, 49/2019–2038
5. WTO

The Hormones case: An increased risk if illegality of sanitary and phytosanitary measures, with annotation by M.M. Slotboom, 36/471–491

6. European Court of Human Rights

6 February 1967, X against the Netherlands, with annotation by E.A. Alkema, 5/212–214
10 July 1978, Application No. 8030/77, Confederation Française Democratique du Travail v. The European Communities, alternatively their Member States (I) a) jointly and b) severally, with annotation by E.A. Alkema, 16/498–508
18 February 1999, Matthews v. United Kingdom, with annotation by H.G. Schermers, 36/673–681
20 January 2009, PO Kokkelvisserij v. The Netherlands, with annotation by C. van de Heyning, 46/2117–2125
III. CASE LAW (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF ANNOTATOR)

1. Court of Justice of the European Union


T. Ackermann, annotation of Case C-43/95, Data Delecta Aktiebolag and Ronny Forsberg v. MSL Dynamics Limited; Case C-323/95, David Charles Hayes and Jeanette Karen Hayes v. Kronenberger GmbH; Case C-122/96, Stephen Austin Saldanha and MTS Securities Corporation v. Hiross Holding AG, 35/783–799

T. Ackermann, annotation of Case C-36/02, Omega Spielhallen- und Automatenaufstellungs-GmbH v. Oberbürgermeisterin der Bundesstadt Bonn, 42/1107–1120

T. Ackermann, annotation of Case C-148/02, Carlos García Avello v. État Belge, 44/141–154

D. Acosta Arcarazo, annotation of Case C-146/14 PPU, Mahdi (The Charter, detention and possible regularization of migrants in an irregular situation under the Returns Directive), 52/1361–1378

S. Adam and N. Lavranos, annotation of Opinion 1/08, Schedules of specific commitments – Conclusion of agreements on the grant of compensation for modification and withdrawal of certain commitments following the accession of new Member States to the European Union, 47/1523–1539

A. Adinolfi, annotation of Case C-184/89, Helga Nimz v. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, 29/637–645

H.E. Akyürek-Kievits, annotation of Case 82/77, Openbaar Ministerie (Public Prosecutor) of the Kingdom of the Netherlands v. Jacobus Philippus van Tiggel, 16/139–149

A. Albors-Llorens, annotation of Case C-68/95, T. Port GmbH & Co. KG v. Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung; Joined Cases C-9, 23 & 156/95, Belgium and Germany v. Commission; Joined Cases C-71, 155 & 271/95, Belgium v. Commission, 35/227–245

A. Alemanno, annotation of Case C-79/09, Gowan Comércio Internacional e Serviços Lda v. Ministero della Salute, 48/1329–1348

A. Alemanno, annotation of Case C-333/14, Scotch Whisky Association and Others v. Lord Advocate and Advocate General for Scotland (Balancing free movement and public health: The case of minimum unit pricing of alcohol in Scotch Whisky), 53/1037–1064


W. Alexander, annotation of Joined Cases 55 & 57/80, Musik-Vertrieb Membran GmbH & K-Tel Intern. v. GEMA, 18/419–426


W. Alexander, annotation of Case C-10/89, SA CNL-Sucal NV v. HAG GF AG, 28/681–698

W. Alexander, annotation of Case C-191/90, Generics (UK) Ltd and Harris Pharmaceuticals Ltd v. Smith Kline and French Laboratories Ltd, 31/173–188
G. Barrett, annotation of Case C-292/14, Elliniko Dimosio (Greek State) v. Stefanos Stroumpoulis and Others (Contract or code? Determining the reach of European employment law and the effect of flags of convenience, 54/921–942
A. Bartosch, annotation of Joined Cases C-147 & 148/97, Deutsche Post AG v. Gesellschaft für Zahlungssysteme mbH (GZS) and Citicorp Kartenservice GmbH CKG, 38/195–210
A. Bartosch, annotation of Case C-156/98, Federal Republic of Germany v. Commission, 38/1285–1296
G. Bebr, annotation of Case 112/83, Société des Produits de Maïs v. Administration des Douanes et Droits Indirects, 22/771–786
G. Bebr, annotation of Case 52/84, Commission v. Belgium, 24/541–553
G. Bebr, annotation of Case C-221/88, ECSC v. Acciaierie e Ferriere Busseni Spa (in liquidation), 28/415–427
G. Bebr, annotation of Joined Cases C-6 & 9/90, Francovich v. Italy and Bonifaci v. Italy, 29/557–584
G. Bebr, annotation of Cases C-465 & 466/93, Atlanta Fruchthandelsgesellschaft and Others v. Bundesamt für Ernährung und Forstwirtschaft, 33/795–809
F. Becker, annotation of Case C-386/04, Centro di Musicologia Walter Stauffer v. Finanzamt München für Körperschaften, 44/803–816
P. Behrens, annotation of Case C-411/03, SEVJC Systems AG, 43/1669–1688
U. Belavusau, annotation of Case C-286/12, Commission v. Hungary (On age discrimination and beating dead dogs), 50/1145–1160
M. Bell, annotation of Case C-316/13, Gérard Fenoll v. Centre d’aide par le travail “La Jouvene”, Association de parents et d’amis de personnes handicapées mentales (APEI) d’Avignon (Disability, rehabilitation and the status of worker in EU Law), 53/197–208
S. Benedi Lahuerta, annotation of Case C-83/14, CHEZ Razpredeleine Bulgaria AD v. Komisija za zashtita ot diskriminatsia (Ethnic discrimination, discrimination by association and the Roma community), 53/797–817
J. Bengoechea, annotation of Case C-101/08, Audiolux SA and Others v. Groupe Bruxelles Lambert SA (GBL) and Others, 47/1173–1186
B. Bercusson, annotation of Case C-382/92, Commission v. United Kingdom; Case C-383/92, Commission v. United Kingdom, 33/589–610
C.F. Bergström, annotation of Case C-270/12, United Kingdom v. European Parliament and Council (Short selling) (Shaping the new system for delegation of powers to EU agencies), 52/219–242
M. Botta, annotation of Case C-199/11, European Commission v. Otis NV and others (Commission acting as plaintiff in cases of private enforcement of EU competition law), 50/1105–1118
A. Boute, annotation of Case C-264/09, Commission v. Slovakia, 49/1179–1196
C. Bovis, annotation of Case C-44/96, Mannesmann Anlangenbau Austria AG v. Strohal Rotationsdruck, 36/205–225
S. Brammer, annotation of Case C-297/07, Reference for a preliminary ruling from the Landgericht Regensburg in the criminal proceedings against Klaus Bourquin, 46/1685–1696
S. Brammer, annotation of Case C-375/09, Prezes Urzędu Ochrony Konkurencji i Konsumentów v. Tele2 Polska sp. z o.o. (now: Netia SA), 49/1163–1178
M. Brenke, annotation of Case C-58/08, Vodafone Ltd and Others v. Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, 47/1793–1814
J. Bridge, annotation of Case 68/86, United Kingdom v. Council; Case 131/86, United Kingdom v. Council, 25/733–742
L.J. Brinkhorst, annotation of Case 9/70, Grad v. Finanzamt Traunstein, 8/380–383
F. Brito Bastos, annotation of Case C-219/17, Silvio Berlusconi and Finanziaria d’investimento Fininvest SpA(Fininvest) v. Banca d’Italia and Istituto per la Vigilanza Sulle Assicurazioni (IVASS) (Judicial review of composite administrative procedures in the Single Supervisory Mechanism: Berlusconi), 56/1355–1378
M. Broberg and R. Holdgaard, annotation of Case C-377/12, European Commission v. Council of the European Union (Philippines PCFA) (Demarcating the Union’s Development Cooperation Policy after Lisbon), 52/547–567
H.J. Bronkhorst, annotation of Case 77/72, Capolongo v. Maya, 11/202–210
E. Brosset, annotation of Case C-621/15, N.W & Others v. Sanofi Pasteur MSD & Others (Distinguishing between law and science in terms of causation and the hepatitis B vaccine: W v. Sanofi Pasteur), 55/1899–1916
E. Brouwer, annotation of Case C-503/03, Commission v. Spain, 45/1251–1267
O.W. Brouwer, annotation of Case C-3/91, Exportur S.A. v. WR S.A. and Confiserie du Tech, 30/1209–1227
C. Brown, annotation of Case C-112/00, Eugen Schmidberger; Internationale Transporte und Planzüge v. Austria, 40/1499–1510
M. Brus, annotation of Case C-510/99, Procureur de la République v. Xavier Tridon, 40/169–178
C. Buijs, annotation of Case 107/82, Allgemeine Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft AEG Telefunken A.G. v. Commission of the European Communities, 21/557–579
M. Bulterman, annotation of Case C-274/96, Criminal proceedings against Horst Otto Bickel and Ulrich Franz, 36/1325–1334
M. Bulterman, annotation of Case C-540/03, Parliament v. Council, 45/245–259
P. Cabral, annotation of Case C-15/96, Kalliope Schöning-Kougebetopoulou v. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, 36/453–461
I. Cameron, annotation of Joined Cases C-203 & 698/15, Tele2 Sverige AB v. Post- och telestyrelsen and Secretary of State for the Home Department v. Tom Watson, Peter Brice and Geoffrey Lewis (Balancing data protection and law enforcement needs), 54/1467–1496
E. Cannizzaro, annotation of Case C-104/16 P, Council of the European Union v. Front Polisario (In defence of Front Polisario: The ECJ as a global jus cogens maker), 55/569–588
I. Canor, annotation of Case C-117/01, K.B. v. National Health Service Pensions Agency, Secretary of State for Health, 41/1113–1125
R. Caranta, annotation of Case C-453/00, Kühne & Heinz NV v. Productschap voor Pluimvee en Eieren, 42/179–188
J.-Y. Carlier, annotation of Case C-200/02, Kunjian Catherine Zhu, Man Lavette Chen v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, 42/1121–1131
J.-Y. Carlier and L. Leboeuf, annotation of Joined Cases C-443 & 444/14, Kreis Warendorf v. Ibrahim Alo and Amira Osso v. Region Hannover (Choice of residence for refugees and subsidiary protection beneficiaries; variations on the equality principle), 54/631–644
F. Castillo de la Torre, annotation of Case C-188/91, Deutsche Shell v. Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Harburg, 30/1043–1050
F. Castillo de la Torre, annotation of Case C-207/91, Eurim-Pharm v. Bundesgesundheitsamt, 31/1093–1113
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